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The plane contact problem of the theory of elasticity for a semi-infinite plane, a strip and 

a quarter-plane has been studied in [l to 91 and others. 

In the present paper the solution of a contact problem for an elastic rectangle is re- 

duced to a quasi-completely regular infinite system of linear algebraic equations with 

finite absolute terms. 

The theory of infinite systems of linear algebraic equations has been successfully 

applied to the solution of elasticity problems by Koialovich [IO], Kantorovich [II], 

Arutiunian [ 121 and others. 

I. Consider the plane problem of the theory of elasticity for a rectangle (Fig. 1) with 

symmetrical boundary conditions when the external load is specified on the part of the 

longer sides of the rectangle (- 20 - I,< x < - 20, 0 < x < I) and when the normal displace- 

ments and shear stresses are given on the remaining part of the same sides (i.e. under the 

die). The shear stresses and normal displacements are also specified on the sides 

z = -2a - 1 and x = 1. In the particular case when these stresses and displacements on the 

lateral edges and the shear stresses on the longitudinal edges of the rectangle are zero, 

FIG. 1 

we have the periodic contact problem for a strip. 

We seek a solution to the problem by using an 

Airy stress function, which in the absence of mass 

forces satisfies the biharmonic equation within the 

rectangle - (2~ + 1) ,< x 5 I, - h < y < h. 

The stresses and displacements can be ex- 

pressed in terms of the stress function @ as 

follows : 
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(1.2) 

Here E is the modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson’s ratio and a*, b* and C* are the 

constants which determine the rigid-body displacement of the elastic body. Ry virtue of 

the symmetry of the boundary conditions about the axes of symmetry of the rectange we 

need todetermine the function@Px, y) only for the first quadrant of the rectangle. 

We denote the stress function @ in the regions I and 2 by @, and @r, respectively 

CD (a, y) = 
i 

@l (J-9 Y) in region I 

@n (x, Y) in region 2 
(1.3) 

We seek the biharmonic functions dj, and @a in the form [I3 and 141 

@I (x, Y) = + (Ales + m/Y + 5 [q) coah sky + ~?k!') sky *inh q&j COS rp + 

k=l 

+ 5 [Ck(') coah fJkx -; @) 8Inh &” + &C (EkC1) co‘h &z + &(‘) d.nh &i)] COB &y 

k=t 
y<z<o, 0 <Y<W 

(1.4) 

@a (5% Y) - - -+-(.*axa + B&f +. -+jJ [Ak@’ cash yk. -I- Bk(2) T&b sinh r&Y] em -fir’: + 

-i--i ICkC2) 

k=l 

coah flkz+ Ltkf2) 

k=l 
‘inh pkx + pkz (EkC2) coah p&x + Fk(‘) *id &&j cos &, 

where 

(O<x<& O<Y<h) (1.5) 

kn 
ak=a, (1.6) 

Because of the symmetry of the boundary conditions we have 

a$.&, (x, 0) = 0, 21 (t, 0) = 0 (-a<x<f) 

zlcr, (7 a, g,) = 0, n (-- a, Y) = 0 (0 < Y < h) 

0.7) 

(1-g) 

The following conditions hold on the contour of the rectangle : 

zm 6 y) = $j ck sin pkyr u (1, Y) = -$ + $j d, COS i&y (O<y<h) (1-g) 

k=l 
co 

k=l 

2)(2, h)=++ 2 bkcosakz, T,, (z, h) = s aksin akx (--c<x<O) (1.10) 
lc=l k=l 

q,(Z, h)=++jij fkCOSrk2, Trtbr(I, h)=g ck sin ykx (O<x<l) 
k=l k=l 

(1.11) 

In addition, on the side common to regions I and 2 the conditions of continuity ofthe 
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stresses 7 
xy 

and us and of the displacements u and u must be satisfied. They are 

z,‘(O, Y) = %q/YO, Y), u1 (0, Y) = u3 (0, Y) 
(1.12) 

cr,’ (0, I/) = %” (0, Y), rJ1 (0, Y) = vz (0, I/) 
(0 < Y < h) 

(1.13) 

The superscript indicates from the side of which region the quantities are calculated. 

2. Substituting (1.4) and (1.5) into (1.7), we note that the first condition of (1.7) is 
satisfied identically. From the second condition we have that 

u* zz <;* = 0 
(2.1) 

Satisfying conditions (1.8) to (1.11) according to (1.4) to (1.6) and k&l), we obtain 

Ebo 
AI = ~,h -i_ vLL b,” = + ( B1 - v&f, 

(Ali -I- @)) sinh a,$ + Bkcl) akh comb z,h = ?- 
a82 

(A,(‘) - &(I)) mfnh 
Yak Eb, 

a& i_ Bk@)akh cmh ak co*h = - 2 - - (2.3) 
‘k ‘k 

- (c,(l) $ Fk(‘)) d#Ih [3@ f (D,(l) f E’,(l)) COsh &a + @ (Ek(‘) slnh &a - Fkf1)co@hj3X.a) = 0 

- (Gk(‘) - F,(*)) sinh &a + (D,(l) - Ek”)) cod &a + &a (E,(l) ainhPka - Fk(*fcooh &a) = 0 

(2.4) 

(@ - /$@)) rinh jj,$ + (o,,@) - Bkc2))cosh f&l -t_ pkl (.!fkc2) 8inh i-$l -fi F$2) “*‘flk’) = 

“k Edk 

=-2---- 
pk Pk 

‘?k 

(A,(@ + ~~‘2’) sfnh ykh + Bkc2) rkh cod rkh = Q 
(2.6) 

From (1.4), (X.5) and conditions (1.12) we obtain 

zItkfl) + E, (1) =I Bkf2) + #r&(2), ~,@f _ ~~(1) If J)k(z) - E11(2) , &” =: ba* (2.7) 

Here b< and b$ are the values of 6* in the regions 1 and 2. Weintroduce the notatione 

fjk(2) = _!L ‘k _ 
rk akrh rkh ’ 

Making use of (1.4), (1.5), (1.11) and (1.13) together with (2.1) to (2.7), we obtain after 
some rearrangement the following set of three infinite eystema 

where 

x,= $t ‘pkYk + 5 b,kZk + mp (p = 1, 2, 3,. . .) 
k=i 

y, = 5 $kxk + nj,, Z, = fj d,,X, f; rp 
k=l k=1 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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co 
* 

np= hlf&, 2, u$a:;p2 uk2 -+- t2 + ‘1 i-$3” 
ak2 + ba 

i+V Tjp aka+~i-vv)~2 

2v Ep ‘k’ I + 

_ (1 -@I (a + 4 B1 

VlaPpfp 

EP = cothf@ +ooth Ej&, (2.16) 

(2.15) 

From (2.21, according to (2.?f, we obtain 
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bl’ = b,* = - -;$ (5, $- (1 - ~2) + is1 

Substituting (2.17) and (2.18) into the third equality of (2.2). we find that 

(2.18) 

Thus the coefficients Ar) and Bk(‘) can be determined directly from (2.3). The const- 

ants b,* , &*, A,, A, and B, can be expressed according to (2.2) and (2.17) to (2.19) in 

terms of B, . The coefficients C~(‘),~~(‘), E,(t), Fkftf, Ak@), C,t2) and Fk (If can be ex- 

pressed on the basis of (2.4) to (2.7) and (2.8) in terms of Xk, Yk and Zk, for the deter- 

mination of which we have the infinite systems of linear equations (2.9) and (2.10) with 

absolute terms dependent on B, . The coefficient B, csn be determined from (2.17) using 

the solutions of (2.9) and (2.10). 

3. We shall now prove that the set of infinite systems (2.9) and (2.10) is quasi- 

completely regular. The sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of equations (2.9) 
is given by 

(p=1, z,.. .) 

2 ’ aPk ’ + 2 ’ bpk ’ = 
k=l k=l 

Here kp ’ is an integer defined for the integers k f kpo by the inequality 

I? - XP3 < 0 

From (3.4) we obtain 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

From (3.5) we have, for the expression (3.31, 
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Hare we have used the following sums and inequalities [15] : 

%XJ* 

2 
k=l 

kPn = k3 XB’ kadk 

K=l 
(k2 + +,2)2 2 ; (kz + a+#- a 

y LCdk 1 z _ 

(k2 + xP”)~ 415 
1 

We find from (3.2) and (3.6) that 

lim f (zp) = i + +- 
“P”” 

For tbe second system of (2.10) we obtain 

1 1 - 
$P 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

where 

Yp 
&.J 

I( -P$t =-- fp (YPf 
zkaa =coth ypn + cothj , qp(yp)=2@-- + ypna’l 

l inh'Yp~ l YYp=/f) 

From (3.13) and (3.14) we find tbat 

lim ‘p (up) = Va (Yp --3 oo) (3.15) 

For the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the third equation of (2.10) 
we have 

z i 1 
= 4, ;cothy+-- y,n > = ‘# (Ypf 

(3.16) 
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From the inequalities 

1 
coth y,,S - - -.- 

?I$ 
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and from Formula(3.16) we obtain 

9 G/r,) < ‘i, for 0 < y, < oo (3.18) 

Thus, from (3.121, (3.15) and (3.18) we have the following estimates for the sum of 

the moduli of the coefficients of each line of the infinite system (2.10) for 0 ‘<yp <CS 
(3.19) 

Substituting yp and Zp from the second and third systems of (2.10) fnto the first, and 

X 
xp 

from the first into the remaining ones, we obtain an infinite system in the unfruowns 

p, Yp and Zp 

For the sums of the absolute values of the coefficients of system (3.20), according 

to (3.19). we have the following estimates: 

%+-(It;) . = 0.5.1,6366 = 1 - 

Note that the estimates (3.19) which were derived for xf,” m and up -$oo are already 

valid, for xp >, 5 and yp >, 5. 

In addition, from (3.61, (3.13) and (3.16) we easily see that 
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lim f (z,) = l/, as xp of 0, lim cp (y,,) =- lim* (y,) = 0 as y,, - 0 

and the sums of absolute values of the coefficients of systems (3.20) tend to zero. This 

enables us to obtain an approximate solutiou for the infinite systems with a high degree 

of accuracy. 

Thus, on the basis of (3.21) the infinite system (2,101 is, for arbitrary ratio of a, I 

and h and any possible value of Poisson’s ratio, quasi-completely regular fll]. As can be 

seen from (2.11) to (2.15) and (3.20) the absolute terms of the infinite systems (2.101 and 

(3.20) are of the order of the Fourier coefficients of expansions (1.9) to (1.11). Conse- 

quently, they are finite audof the order of not less than p-l if the external load and the 

first derivatives of the displacements u-l (z, h) and u’ (1, yl are,in the given range, 

piecewise continuous. 

The quasi-complete regularity of the infinite system (2.10), together with the finiteness 

of the absolute terms in (2.13) to (2.151, enables us to evaluate the required coefficients 

of the expansions of !IJ (z, y) (1.4) and (1.5) with any degree of accuracy (14% On this 

basis we can evaluate the upper and lower bounds for the stresses 0%. oy and 7v and the 

displacements u and v. 

Note that the series which define the required stresses and displacements are di- 

vergent on the sides of the rectangle. In order, therefore, to determine the nature of the 

variation of these quantities (and this includes the pressure under the die) it is necessary 

to evaluate them at internal points very close to the boundary [14] where these series 

converge as geometrical progressions. 

The solution of the contact problem for a rectangle when only the stresses are spe- 

cified everywhere on the bonndary outside the contact area, together with numerical 

examples illustrating the effect of external load and ratios of the dimensions of the 

rectangle to the length of contact, will be the subject of a later paper by the authors, 
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